CAN. CH. WINDHOUNDS CYBELLE CYCLE

White Bitch
Whelped: February 2, 1973
Breeder(s): Aatis Lillstrom

Owned by:
Aatis & Ping Lillstrom
Windhound Farm
New Bethlehem, PA

Ch. Tamazar of Twin Elms
Ch. Duke Alexander of Twin Elms
Karenina of Twin Elms, CD

Clouds Clouds Wish O Twin Elms
Zarka of Twin Elms
Ch. Barin Borisky
Dvoryanka of Twin Elms

Ch. Duke Alexander of Twin Elms
Clouds Clouds Wish O Twin Elms
Zarka of Twin Elms

Windhounds Belle Canto

Ch. Tammogin of Sunbarr
Silk Will Smoke of Sunbarr
Malora’s Beata of Sunbarr